Actual Conversions by Segment
This chart illustrates how well the
machine learning model allocated conversions from the prior
month into propensity segments.
75% of the conversions were
properly identified as “high propensity” by the model.
22% of conversions
tified as “medium
which can be used
the accuracy of
models.
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mather: insights
Interpreting the coefficients
is the primary use case for an
econometric model.

The chart shows the marginal effects of different
engagement indicators on propensity to subscribe.
Breadth (how many distinct topics a user reads within
a session) and frequency of visit (within 28 days) show
the greatest positive effect on probability to subscribe.

Marginal Effects by User Engagement

Interestingly, the intensity (page views and time within
a single day) shows a negative correlation with probability to subscribe. Since econometrics estimates the
marginal impact of each variable while controlling for
all other variables it is likely that page views and time
are already correlated with breadth and recency.
This distinction helps publishers focus on improving
the right metrics with their engagement and loyalty
campaigns.
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Recent studies of propensity and content have
shown that audiences value important local
stories that journalists seek to cover. Using
propensity modeling can spur investment in
the types of content that is critical for local
markets.
Content by Ratio of Converting Users

Propensity Segments

The chart above ranks content in an anonymized market by the ratio of page
views of users who became subscribers. These users are often categorized into
the high propensity audience segment. Econometric modeling also reveals content that shows strong correlation with propensity to subscribe.

The chart shows performance of the propensity model in production – the publisher can balance ad revenue and user experience to capture consumer revenue
from the “high” group while being less aggressive and reducing advertising risk with
the “medium” and “low” groups.
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